THE OPEN SYRUP EPISODE ONE: THE BRIDE WORE SMACK

Playwright: Elise C. Hanson
Director: Carly Welch
Lights and Sound: Taylor not Brown
Daisy Sherman Wrangler: Fred Rogers
Duck Caller: Miller T. Buffington
Bellybutton Lint Remover: Keith Cherish

Carly Welch as Ruth Graves Wakefield/ Bitsy/ Director: Carly Welch grew up in the
heart of Brooklyn. Fearing for her safety from the mob that ran the neighborhood, her
parents sent her to live with her uncle. After seeing the musical Cats, (the musical not the
movie) Carly set her sights on one day joining that cast. She has dedicated her life to
learning dance, currently studying ballet, and being as curious as a cat. She lives her life
with unbridled enthusiasm of everything and may annoy you if you are all uppity with
yourself.

Daisy Sherman as June the Bride: The first recorded mention of Daisy Sherman can be
found in an account of late 18th-century France, though even then there were whispers and
hushed rumors that she had already been alive for many centuries at this point. Some
historians have uncovered cryptic ancient glyphs dating back to late Mesopotamia that
appear to depict Daisy Sherman, although this is a subject of much contention. Daisy
Sherman is twelve years old and twelve thousand years old. Daisy Sherman remains. Daisy
Sherman contradicts herself. Daisy Sherman can shape-shift into a rabbit and is a
cheerleader and a vampire. Daisy Sherman is powered by milk tea and sweet red bean
paste.

Christopher Taylor as Bradley Burgoyne: After a stunningly successful career on
Broadway (Yes! The famous Broadway Theatre of the Mind in Lotsee, OK) Christopher has
returned and is getting in touch with his roots. That's why he took this role as a cockney
dimwit. What's more in touch with roots than that? Nothing! Nothing I say! How dare you
disagree with me?! Off with your head! Anyway, enjoy the show and be sure to cheer extra
loud. Or else.

Jeremy Minagro as Mr. Franks: If ever you've felt the hairs on the back of your neck stand
erect or felt your stomach twist and drop into cold dark despair, you're already familiar with
one JJ Minagro. These are the feels which define his existence. That and cat videos on the
internets. May you feel it again this evening here in this theatre.

Elizabeth Hanley as Rhonda: Elizabeth was born on a goat farm, where she spent her
younger years dressing the animals up for their delightful circus routines. That all ended one
day when land pirates rolled up in a Winnebago to burn and plunder the farm. Recognizing
her usefulness, the pirates adopted Elizabeth as one of their band and taught her some
reading, 'riting, and 'rithmetic. (Her goat-breeding parents had neglected her education in
non-hircine culture.) Eventually she became their go-to pickpocket, which was fabulous until
they decided to "promote" her to accountant. She wasn't into it, so she fled, only to find
herself in The Big City (she wasn't sure which one) where she performed as a street mime.
That's where Elise found her and decided to give her a wonderful life as a sarcastic hotel
manager.

Cami Rozanas as Jocelyn: The "Cami" we experience today began as a purely theoretical
construct. However, she soon proved far too esoteric for anyone to grasp, and most people
stopped trying altogether, save for one impossibly pretentious hipster subset claiming to
"totally get it." With her fragile, conceptual existence on the brink of obscurity, Cami made a
last-ditch effort to entrench herself in the public consciousness as a relatable allegory. In the
process she managed to reinvent herself as a symbolic fictional character. These days,
Cami is most often deployed as a metaphor or simile, although many experience her as a
cautionary tale.

Andrew Slaughter as Hortense Kidneybottom/Martin: After surviving two cruise ship
crashes within one week, Andrew Slaughter decided it was time to join the theater. He
played the upstage stage right tree for two years in a children's theater company before
joining a ballet studio as the balance beam. This year Andrew is finally playing an animate
object and could not be more thrilled! Although the line is blurred now between who is
Andrew and who is Martin.

Jesse Curran as Jeremy Liggins/Howard Berghoffer: After five Olympic medals, three
Grammys, and one hot dog eating championship, Jesse is trying his hat at acting. He also
does some poetry: "Roses are red, violets are blue...I'm sitting right behind you."

